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一、文意字彙：( 20 題，每題 3 分，共 60 分) 

（ C ）1. The rise of oil prices made scientists ___________ for new energy sources to replace oil. 

(A) sustain (B) separate (C) search (D) share 

（ C ）2. Steven’s description of the place was so ___________ that I could almost picture it in my mind. 

  (A) wild (B) wise (C) vivid (D) tricky 

（ B ）3. The locals ___________ supported the construction of a college in the town; no one opposed it. 

  (A) artificially (B) unanimously (C) consequently (D) ambiguously 

（ A ）4. Air travel is criticized for exhausting natural resources and causing __________ damage. 

  (A) environmental (B) instrumental (C) accidental (D) mental 

（ D ）5. Before we can put the show on the stage, we have to _______ it again and again. 

  (A) reschedule (B) reproduce (C) restrain (D) rehearse 

（ D ）6. Harry Potter, one of the           , has been translated into many languages. 

  (A) witnesses (B) nations (C) albums (D) bestsellers  

（ D ）7. To my brother’s           , he passed the English monthly exam with flying colors. 

  (A) grief (B) sadness (C) anger (D) delight  

（ D ）8. Nobody is perfect. Everyone has his or her weakness and            . 

  (A) sense (B) competition (C) memory (D) strength  

（ A ）9. The nature of many kinds of species is to            themselves from confronting any possible danger. 

  (A) protect (B) declare (C) imagine (D) hide  

（ C ）10. The man was out of work and got no income. He could ______ support himself, not to mention his big family. 

  (A) namely (B) fluently (C) hardly (D) actually  

（ B ）11. Mr. Wang is very kind and           in giving help. 

  (A) stingy (B) generous (C) stubborn (D) awkward  

（ A ）12. As the only            for the murder, Tom spent time explaining what he saw to the police. 

  (A) witness (B) customer (C) magician (D) settler  

（ B ）13. To win a _______ in the Olympics is the highest honor. 

  (A) trend (B) medal (C) ban (D) jail  

（ C ）14. "Seize the day" is his _______ of life, because he treats every day as if it was his last day and lives it to the fullest. 

  (A) backing (B) assistance (C) philosophy (D) invisibility  

（ B ）15. I bought a model of the Eiffel Tower as a ______ of my trip to Paris. 

  (A) signature (B) souvenir (C) surgery (D) sneeze  

（ A ）16. It is extremely hard for us to            what will happen in the future. 

  (A) predict (B) exaggerate (C) emphasize (D) negotiate  

（ D ）17. The documentary film _______ Michael Jackson’s legendary life. 

  (A) discharges (B) interferes (C) announces (D) features  

（ C ）18. Upon realizing the truth of her aunt’s death, Julia couldn’t help but            into tears. 

  (A) challenge (B) blow (C) burst (D) flow  

（ B ）19. The competition is very fierce, so it’s difficult for us to ________ which team will succeed. 

  (A) explore (B) tell (C) repair (D) deny  

（ B ）20. Be sure to make a             before going to that well-known restaurant. It is very popular in this area. 

  (A) settlement  (B) reservation  (C) decision  (D) devotion  
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二、綜合測驗：( 20題，每題2分，共40分) 

（ B ）1. It never _______ to me that I could win the national championship in the speech contest. 

  (A) hit   (B) occurred  (C) turned  (D) preferred  

（ A ）2. The fire was ______ fierce ______ all the houses nearby were burned to the ground. 

  (A) so; that (B) such; as (C) such; that (D) too; to  

（ C ）3. Jeans and casual wear are not _______ formal occasions. 

  (A) up to (B) more than (C) suitable for (D) except for  

（ C ）4. People do not know the value of freedom ___________ they have lost it. 

  (A) while (B) as (C) until (D) when  

（ D ）5. The location is of great _______ when it comes to buying a house. 

  (A) more important (B) important (C) importantly (D) importance  

（ B ）6. It was Janet’s sincere smile _________ attracted people. 

  (A) who (B) that (C) whom (D) what 

（ D ）7. _______ feeling tired out after a long day’s work, Gina was energetic and went to the pub dancing all night. 

  (A) No longer (B) Because of (C) Other than (D) Instead of  

（ C ）8. People living in Taiwan enjoy more freedom than         living in North Korea. 

  (A) that (B) they (C) those (D) these 

（ D ）9. I have been interested in English ______ I was nine years old. 

  (A) while (B) as (C) until (D) since 

（ B ）10. Our teacher demanded that the classroom _____________ clean and tidy all the time. 

  (A) was kept (B) be kept (C) keep (D) was kept 

（ C ）11. When __________ if she missed her family, she started to cry. 

  (A) ask (B) asking (C) asked (D) is asked 

（ A ）12. The students can understand neither the plot            the language usage in this novel. 

  (A) nor (B) and (C) or (D) but  

（ C ）13. Spring is the best time to visit Yangming Mountain,            you can see cherry blossoms. 

  (A) which (B) what (C) where (D) who  

（ A ）14.            the heavy rain, we still decided to follow our original schedule and went camping. 

  (A) Despite (B) In spite (C) Although (D) Even though  

（ D ）15. _______ at the wonderful performance of the pianist, the audience gave him a big hand. 

  (A) Amaze (B) To amaze (C) Amazing (D) Amazed  

（ D ）16. By the time the firemen arrived at the scene, the fire _______________. 

  (A) put out  (B) had put out  (C) was put out  (D) had been put out  

（ A ）17. ____________ that green tea helps to prevent cancer. 

  (A) It is believed (B) I am heard (C) They are said (D) Hearing 

（ D ）18. A disabled person with no access _________ transportation is often excluded from social activities. 

  (A) for (B) at (C) by (D) to  

（ A ）19. The doctor tried his best             save the poor patient who was seriously injured. 

  (A) in order to (B) as soon as (C) even if (D) lest  

（ B ）20.              to math, my sister also did well on subjects like English and geography. 

  (A) Except (B) In addition (C) Besides (D) Apart  
 


